
Growing to your needs with
unlimited scalability

Powering simplicity with a
single pane of glass

Eradicating downtime with
redundant architecture

Protecting investments long
term with open technology

Guarding data with modern
cybersecurity protocols

Ensuring up-to-date protection
with proactive health
monitoring

Recreational and medicinal cannabis present complex challenges for physical security. And,
regulatory compliance is nonnegotiable. From securing farms and transit to safeguarding
retail environments and financial assets, your business REQUIRES physical security solutions. 
 
YourSix understands these complexities. Our expert staff are deeply involved in the evolving
state laws and local regulations to ensure our solution is ready to execute at all times amidst
the rapidly evolving dynamics of your market. From farm and prep areas to transit and
dispensary surveillance, YourSix provides physical security and visual intelligence to secure
and optimize your cannabis operation.  

Cannabis &
Wellness
From seed to sale, we've got your back.

yoursix.com

Grow Area A



Leverage AI analytics to trigger smart speakers
and initiate communication 

Utilize AI analytics to see more, know more,
and be better equipped to respond

 
Y6OS enables Professional Monitoring to

ensure peace of mind

Securely manage all devices from
a single pane of glass

Verify identities with intelligent
triggers to secure all entrances & exits

Monitor & secure areas where
visual intelligence is unavailable

Proactive alarm and fully integrated video monitoring service options 
Unlimited devices, users, and locations in a single cloud platform
Ensure maximum uptime and secure, reliable access for authorities
Automated firmware updates and cloud enhancements for max uptime
Flexible video subscriptions for any duration of retention
Redundant video storage: in the camera, centrally on-premise, and in the cloud

As technology continues to evolve at a rapid pace, it becomes increasingly difficult for the cannabis
industry to justify funding solutions that risk vendor lock-in. YourSix is dedicated to open technology
and standards-based devices to save you from this dangerous financial pitfall.    
 

Fueling Innovation Through Open Technology
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